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editorial

Dear Readers,
Quality pays off and our products are in demand as never before. In recent months
we have worked hard optimising our production flow, investing in new machines and
setting up new tools for production control. As you see, we are adapting to the
increased demand and our production in the coming year will be even better, more
efficient and faster.
More and more crane builders are using our CraneKits to engineer creative and
sophisticated customised solutions to meet their customers’ individual demands. The
benefits offered by the mature designs and our high-quality technology often don’t
make themselves felt until many years later – in the form of more efficient production,
high reliability and low maintenance requirements. In particular when cost pressure
is rising and investment planning is short-term, expert advice from crane and systems
builders plays an extremely important part. In this autumn edition of our Magazine
you can read how our partners do justice to this and use their expertise and our crane
technology to put successful and lucrative projects into practice all over the world.
Hoping you will enjoy reading this Magazine,
Yours,
Werner Wagner
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Crane builders get
together

STAHL CraneSystems' third Expert Technology Forum

STAHL CraneSystems’ third Expert Technology Forum was held in Ingelfingen from 4–6 November 2013. Representatives from 18 of the 21 German crane
building partners met up with STAHL CraneSystems product management, sales and marketing staff. “What do crane builders think? Is the market already
demanding the new crane building standard EN 13001? Is remote data transmission an issue?” Crane builders and STAHL CraneSystems staff exchanged
notes and experiences in numerous discussions. STAHL CraneSystems took the opportunity provided by the Expert Forum to distribute a written survey and
find out the German crane builders’ general opinion and let them participate directly in the development of future STAHL CraneSystems products.
Gerrit Buck, Product Manager for chain hoists, had brought along two inno-

possible from the customer on the crane system’s application in order to be

vations: the SC series chain hoists will be supplied in future with high-

able to draw up comparable quotations – all were agreed on this, although

quality premium accessories: hard wired controls instead of plug-in pcbs,

they know that it is precisely this information which is usually difficult to

a robust cast steel chain guide and manual brake release for controlled

obtain. Technology expert Hans-Joachim Ditze offered the crane builders

lowering of the load during a power cut or breakdown will now be standard

assistance in configuring the cranes and preparing quotations.

equipment. The SC chain hoist sets itself clearly apart from comparable

The partners listened with great interest to the reports given by the two

chain hoists on the market. From the 1st quarter of 2014, the SC standard

Managing Directors. While Werner Wagner commented on the surprisingly

hoists will be available in a fast delivery programme with short delivery

positive overall development during the past year, Dr. Thomas Peukert

times.

admitted that this had caused delivery problems for which he apologised

New in the range is the frequency-controlled SCF chain hoist. Apart from

personally to the partners. At the same time he described the measures

precisely controllable lifting and lowering motions, the model features

which have been taken in recent months to restructure production and

load-dependent hoisting speeds (ESR) and electronic overload detection.

meet the increased demand for STAHL CraneSystems hoists. “Our factory

The monitored slipping clutch and an active vibration damping system

is very well-positioned thanks to the new investments and improved

underline the SCF’s performance.

processes,” Dr. Thomas Peukert emphasised in his closing remarks, and

The new HS motors also offer higher productivity and up to 50 % higher

encouraged the crane builders to stretch production to capacity again in

hoisting speeds, as Markus Kiesel, Product Manager for wire rope hoists,

the coming year. “We have practically eliminated our back orders. We

explained in his talk. The new motors will be used in future on all ASF

can’t make any promises for new projects this year, but we have optimised

and SHF series wire rope hoists, and will result in lower prices (in some

our production so successfully that we can now produce faster and

cases considerably lower) for 86 % of the frequency-controlled models,

more efficiently than ever before.” A relaxed lunch brought the third Expert

in spite of additional functions and standard forced ventilation.

Technology Forum to a close.

In her talk, Heike Metzger discussed the current advertising campaign,
successful press relations and the extensive marketing support that STAHL
CraneSystems offers its crane building partners.
In the field of light crane technology too an innovation is on the horizon, as
Product Manager Michael Menk demonstrated. The ageing KT2000 light
crane system will be discontinued and superseded by two new, innovative
light crane technology systems, KS (steel) and KA (aluminium).
The crane builders and STAHL CraneSystems
experts had a controversial discussion on
the new crane building standard EN 13001.
Some partners have already received
enquiries on the basis of this standard,
however several crane builders expressed
misgivings about the differentiated
configuration required by the new regulations. In future the art will probably
be to obtain as precise information as
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China’s

car boom

The hour of the chain hoist
The car market in China has grown continuously in recent years, by 8 percent last year
alone. 13.2 million vehicles were sold in the country in 2012. German companies too
profit from China’s car boom: German brands have a first-class image in China and score
points with customers for their outstanding quality. As a German premium manufacturer,
STAHL CraneSystems and its hoists are strongly represented in Chinese automobile
production. Our Shanghai subsidiary generated around a quarter of its last year’s turnover
from companies in the automotive sector.

In contrast to the motor industry in Germany, in Chinese production lines many production steps are performed manually.
The resulting slower cycle permits the use of chain hoists.
Mostly ST series chain hoists are used in production, they are
well established in the Chinese market and have a very high
reputation. The hoists, able to lift loads up to several tonnes,
are used in big production lines for example for lowering
vehicle sections into paint tanks or transporting them through
paint lines hundreds of metres long. The STD dual chain hoist
with its parallel chain lead-offs running completely in sync is
used for lifting and transporting car bodies. At present the new
SC chain hoist is gaining ground and is used particularly in
the field of general manufacturing, e.g. in the motor industry’s
numerous manual work stations, machining centres and workshops. Around two out of every three chain hoists sold in China
are now standard SC series hoists.

1

2

3

1 STAHL CraneSystems chain hoists have been in use at this automobile
manufacturer since 2002. They help lower car bodies into paint tanks then lift
them out again.
2 Pairs of ST 50 chain hoists lift whole car bodies. The Chinese company uses
more than 150 ST and SC series chain hoists.
3 Nine STD 50 dual chain hoists are used in the final assembly of cars by a
Chinese automobile manufacturer. Thanks to the STD’s synchronous chain
lead-offs the vehicles can be lifted perfectly level.

STAHL CraneSystems maintains contact with the motor industry
through its 12 selected chain hoist partners. Their number is to
be doubled by the end of 2014. These partners – generally
systems builders for the motor industry – plan new production
lines and order the hoists required in large quantities of
between 32 and 48 units.
The Chinese market is served by our colleagues in the Shanghai
subsidiary. The 22-strong team cooperates with six crane
building partners in the East of the country, another partner in
the West of the country is to be added at the end of 2013. The
crane builders are both former state-owned enterprises and
smaller private companies. Due to the extreme distances and
the shipping costs involved the partners are mainly active
regionally in the vicinity of their facilities.
With the kind assistance of Jürgen Klemke, STAHL CraneSystems China
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Steel as a growth market
Hoists from STAHL CraneSystems provide support in systems building

Machines and systems for steel production are in demand as never before in Asia. China’s appetite for steel is unquenched, on the
basis of current prognoses the country’s steel requirement will by 2025 be approximately as much as that of the rest of the world
put together. A major systems builder’s plant was recently extended to accommodate the continuing high demand for production plants
in the Asian region. A number of crane systems, semi-portal cranes and wall cranes were required for the newly built production
shops, and were designed and produced by Kingan Cranes, one of STAHL CraneSystems’ Chinese partners.

Thanks to their high reliability and low-maintenance design,

in addition 31 wall cranes each with a 5 t SH wire rope hoist.

STAHL CraneSystems hoists are particularly suitable for pro-

Apart from these, the systems builder employs a number of

duction areas, systems building and all sectors of industry

10 t semi-portal cranes with SHR wire rope hoists and smaller

in which the high availability of the crane systems is important.
This order comprised a total of 49 cranes, equipped with 57

slewing cranes with ST chain hoists.
The order was completed in three phases: Kingan Cranes erected

hoists and the corresponding drive and control technology from

the first cranes in March 2012, completed the second phase in

STAHL CraneSystems: eleven double girder overhead travelling

August 2012, and the remaining cranes were commissioned in

cranes with AS 7 wire rope hoists and 32 t safe working load or

June 2013. The crane systems now help set up machines and pro-

with two SH 6 wire rope hoists and 25 t safe working load each;

duction lines for steel production in the completed new facility.

2

After successfully concluding the project in China, Kingan Cranes
already has the pleasure of a follow-up order for a similar
project: as a result of the positive experiences with the first
consignment of cranes, a new steelworks in Thailand is
being equipped with Kingan cranes and German crane technology from STAHL CraneSystems.
Kingan Cranes (Suzhou Tongan Crane and Engineering Company)
is STAHL CraneSystems’ first certified crane building partner
in China. The company was established in 1984 and is distinguished by its exceptional expertise in the fields of technology,
design and welding. Kingan Cranes is well known far beyond
the borders of Jiangsu province. “Kingan Cranes is able to
supply cranes with spans of up to 52 metres and with safe

3

working loads of 60 t,” explains Jürgen Klemke, Managing
Director of STAHL CraneSystems’ subsidiary in Shanghai.
The subsidiary has been collaborating with Kingan Cranes since
2009. Initially the crane builder supplied crane bridges, in
particular for the explosion protection sector. The company
has been an official crane building partner of STAHL CraneSystems since 2010 – a collaboration gratifying for both sides
and leading to increasing success year for year.
With the kind assistance of Jürgen Klemke, STAHL CraneSystems China

1

China
Shanghai

1 Working on different levels: Kingan supplied a total of eleven double girder
overhead travelling cranes and 31 mobile wall cranes.
2 A number of slewing cranes with ST 10 chain hoists and a safe working load
of 1,000 kg are used for minor repair and assembly work. The chain hoist
is highly suitable for rugged use thanks to the patented suspension mounted
directly on the chain guide.
3 The attractive design of STAHL CraneSystems’ wire rope hoists conceals a
compact, robust and extremely low-maintenance construction. All wire
rope hoists are exceptionally reliable, powerful and long-lived. They are thus
ideal for use in demanding manufacturing environments.
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Report from Künzelsau

Fully automatic
		 housing production
The high level of vertical integration in the Künzelsau plant is one of the main reasons for
the great flexibility of our production and the high quality of our products. In our
new column “Report from Künzelsau” we would like to portray individual areas of our
production. Günter Münch, 48, is a skilled machine fitter and has been working in
the Künzelsau factory since 1981. We met the hoist expert at the fully automatic machining
centre in the Hofratsmühle plant.

Mr Münch, what does the housing production department do exactly?
Here housing sections for our gears are fully machined: panel boxes in standard and
explosion-protected design, wire rope hoist gear covers and housings, soon stators
for Ex motors too. An unmachined part goes into the machine, the fully machined part
comes out. The housing blanks are drilled, milled, bored out. The accuracy of the
threads, ball bearing seats and (fit) bores is in the region of 1/100 millimetre.
What does this mean for the Künzelsau plant?
This production department makes us relatively independent of external suppliers,
which means high delivery reliability is ensured. The cast iron and cast aluminium
blanks are brought here and stored and we can then produce the housings as
and when they are needed. This means that we support other production departments
directly in-house and of course also guarantee high manufacturing precision.

How many housing parts can you make here?
The machining time always depends on the steps required. Depending on how
time-consuming they are, a part will stay in the machine for between 20 and 45
minutes. Thanks to the adjoining automatic storage system we can produce parts to
schedule. For example we enter that we need 20 pieces of part “XY” in seven days’
time. The system then produces parts at intervals until all 20 pieces have been
produced and stored. As the final date comes closer, the system produces the parts
with a higher priority.
What do you and your colleagues have to do on this machine?
We enter the orders into the production system. And we load and unload the high rack.
As a rule the next blank is removed from the rack at the same time as a finished part.
We remove the finished part, clean and check it. The first piece of each series is
measured with the measuring machine. Then we chuck the next blank and load the
machine.
What size are the housing parts usually?
The smallest part we make here is the housing for a travel drive. That’s 100 x 100 mm.
The biggest housing is made in two parts and is the housing for the SH 6 wire rope
hoist. The larger part of the housing is 800 x 400 mm.
How big is the housing production department?
Apart from this DMG we have another 4 machines for other machining tasks. Then
there are the two drum turning centres. In all, 19 people work in this department.
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Crossover

Two wire rope hoists, three cranes,
one ideal solution

Riexinger Novoferm in Brackenheim manufactures fire doors. Production is highly
automated and all production stages are state
of the art. Riexinger’s planners were confronted with a tricky problem recently when
one of the machining centres was to be
modernised: the new high rack for storing the
unmachined doors reached nearly up to the
struts of the ceiling, making it impossible to
mount an overhead crane above it. However
this crane is needed to transport the heavy
laminated sheets from the front of the building
past the high rack to the interim storage area
in the rear. The planners then contacted

1

Innokran to implement their project of accessing the whole wing of the building by

The crane system, which has meanwhile stood the test of day-to-day work, comprises

crane by circumnavigating the machine.

three crane bridges: a 12.20 m wide standard crane spans the machining centre

The South German manufacturer of customised

and the front section of the building; a two-part off-standard crane covers the rear. The

cranes found an cost-effective and tech-

shorter crane bridge of this off-standard crane has a track gauge of 3.60 metres

nically fascinating solution to bypass the high

and covers the passage next to the rack, while the second 7.80 wide suspension crane

rack.

spans the storage area behind the machine on a parallel crane runway. The wire
rope hoist can cross over to the other bridge where the crane runways overlap. An
ingenious interlocking device from STAHL CraneSystems makes this possible.
When the crane operator gives the interlock command by remote control and the active
bridge moves into the defined crossover position, the control decelerates the crane
bridge over the last 10 centimetres and stops it at the precise position of the second
crane bridge. Theoretically this could take place at any point along the crane bridge,
however at Riexinger Novoferm the interlock position is precisely defined for structural
reasons.

2

Several sensors register the approach and the correct position of
the crane bridges. When the two bridges are level, they are
automatically interlocked and a mechanism releases the electrically driven STAHL CraneSystems wire rope hoist. It is of
course also possible for the hoist to transfer to the other bridge
under load. Both the crane control and the wired remote
control are mounted directly on the hoist. An integrated logic
detects on which of the two crane bridges the trolley is at
that precise moment and which of the travel motors must therefore be activated to move the crane. Additional conductor
lines transmit the travel and logic signals between wire rope
hoist and crane bridges. Data transfer between the crane
bridges is contact-free employing a total of 5 light barriers.
Loads to be transported from the front section to the rear of the
building can be transferred at the six metres wide overlap
of the two crane runways.

1 Easy to operate: when
the crane operator
gives the interlock
signal, the control
decelerates automatically on approach and
interlocks the crane
bridges automatically.
2 The customised crane
at the rear of the
building is in two parts.
The crane bridge
shown on the right of
the photo can thus
bypass the high rack to
the front section of the
building.
3 On the left: five light
barriers for contactfree signal transmission
between the crane
bridges, top centre the
chain hoist for the
interlock mechanism,
on the right the conductor lines for travel
and logic signals.

Mature crane technology
intelligently employed
Apart from the SH wire rope hoist from STAHL CraneSystems,
another hoist is concealed in this customised solution: an ST 05
chain hoist for driving the interlock mechanism is mounted
above the short crane. It also opens the safety latches for the
trolley to cross over, these serve as buffer stops when the
crane bridges operate independently. Hoists, crane control,
suspension crane endcarriages and travel motors were
supplied by STAHL CraneSystems, the specialist for customised
crane technology solutions, whose plant is only 70 km away.
Innokran GmbH has been producing crane systems as a certified
partner of STAHL CraneSystems since 2010. The company’s
focus is on complex customised solutions which are exported
3

from Pleidelsheim all over the world.
With the kind assistance of Christoph Fischer, INNOKRAN
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In conversation with...
Michele Cerrato
Managing Director, CERRATO s.r.l., partner of STAHL CraneSystems, Italy

The crane technology market
in Italy
CERRATO, our Italian crane building partner, celebrates its 50th anniversary this year. A fitting occasion to take
a look at the Italian crane building market and ask Managing Director Michele Cerrato a few questions.

Mr Cerrato, how do you see Italy’s economic situation? How does it affect

specialised crane builders who produce both standard and off-standard

your work?

cranes. CERRATO s.r.l., STAHL CraneSystems’ Italian partner, is one of

The economic crisis has meant that competition has become pretty severe

these. This segmentation leads to an extremely fragmented market with a

in recent years. The price plays a big part in investment decisions. So we

lot of competitors, some of whom always define themselves by way

make use of our network for a broad-based information campaign to

of the lowest price. This of course gives us as a manufacturer of quality

convince customers and end customers of the high quality of STAHL Crane-

products the chance to set ourselves apart from the mass.

Systems products. We assume that it will be at least another two years

What part do products from STAHL CraneSystems play in this?

before the economy and the low rates of growth rally. We want to use this

In Italy STAHL CraneSystems products are regarded as quality products,

time to enhance our market presence.
What are the predominant industries in Italy, in which sectors is growth

suitable for all applications in which particularly high demands are made
on the hoist – this applies both to wire rope and to chain hoists.

possible?

Congratulations on your 50th anniversary! How has CERRATO developed

The major industrial sectors which still invest in spite of the crisis are metal-

over the years?

working, engineering mechanical machines, machines and automation

The company was founded by Tommaso Cerrato in 1963. He’s the oldest

lines for metalworking, aerospace and the motor industry with their asso-

of three brothers who founded, and still manage, CERRATO. We started off

ciated supplier chains.

in Turin servicing crane systems, however we already got into crane

How large is the market for customised solutions and explosion-protected

building at the end of the Sixties. Thanks to our growing customer base and

hoists?

the market’s increased requirement for larger cranes the demand was

The Italian market for ATEX products is not very highly developed yet. How-

so high by the end of the Seventies that we moved to new premises in

ever we do occasionally get enquiries from Italian engineering bureaux

Beinasco where we still are today. We have continued to grow over the

who run international projects for the petrochemical or natural gas sectors.

years – in buildings, equipment and personnel. Nowadays 52 people work

The demand for off-standard cranes and hoists which can be adapted

in production, technology, sales, administration and after sales.

individually to customers’ requirements is considerably larger. This field

What are the main types of crane you produce?

has grown continually, in particular in the steel industry, waste manage-

We build standard bridge cranes, off-standard bridge cranes for multi-shift

ment and the energy sector, though the tendency has been weaker in the

use in heavy industry, in foundries, steelworks and cement factories. We

last two years.

build off-standard cranes with high S.W.L.s for power plants, automated

How is crane building organised in Italy?
The market is very different from other European countries such as Germany
in which a few major manufacturers produce large numbers of cranes
with a high degree of standardisation every year. In general you can say
that the market for hoisting solutions is shaped by a lot of small mechanical and carpentry workshops. If they need them, these workshops build
standard cranes and slewing cranes with low lifting capacities –
as an extension to their core business. Then there is a small number of

process cranes, slewing cranes, portal cranes and light crane systems.

New light crane technology
Changing of the guard: KT2000 leaves, KS and KA are here! The new modular
light crane technology systems form the basis for versatile material handling
solutions at workstations and in production lines. Profiles and trolleys are
perfectly adapted to our extensive chain hoist programme.

KS light crane technology 1
KS light crane technology offers three profile variants with a maximum S.W.L.
of up to 2,000 kg. Manufactured from closed UKA profiles in quality
high-tensile powder-coated RSt37-2 steel, KS permits flexible designs without any welding at all.
Single or double girder overhead travelling cranes, monorail and circular runways and challenging solutions combining straight sections, bends, switch
points and turntables can be built fast.
KA light crane technology – high bending strength and low weight 2
KA light crane technology comprises four profile variants with a maximum
lifting capacity of up to 2,000 kg. Our aluminium profiles and guide elements
are precision-machined. This simplifies erection and ensures that the
profiles are accurately aligned. The closed profiles have high bending
strength combined with very low deadweight and have an extremely long
service life. Their corrosion resistance and anodised surface make them
suitable for applications in the food industry, for example. KA light crane
technology is also the first choice in constructions where weight is
decisive.
Up-to-date trolleys with nylon wheels
To ensure that the load is transported smoothly and quietly, we use trolleys
with narrow nylon wheels mounted on ball-bearings and retained.
Depending on profile size, the trolleys are self-centring or equipped with
guide rollers which ensure that horizontal guidance is accurate even in
bends. Thanks to the modular construction, manual trolleys can be
retroactively combined with electric trolleys. Even the combination of
different profile sizes is possible.

1

2
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Sophisticated control
for Siemens

Upgrading from 16 to 32 tonnes safely in “Performance Level d”
SIEMENS produces large electric motors in the former Loher factory in Ruhstorf in
Bavaria. Demand for these motors is increasing, their output and thus their weight too.
The existing crane system comprising two 16 t cranes on a 16 t crane runway was
no longer adequate for transporting the finished motors. SIEMENS was looking for an
experienced crane builder to upgrade it, who would be able to reinforce the old
concrete crane runway to a safe working load of 32 tonnes and replace the 16 t cranes
by two 32 t cranes. STAHL CraneSystems’ partner “Haslinger Metallbau+Krantechnik”,
led by project engineer Herbert Mirwald, developed a customised crane system which
met all requirements and kept to the tight budget specified by SIEMENS. CraneKits
comprising four 32 t wire rope hoists from STAHL CraneSystems and support from an
experienced control manufacturer made it possible for Haslinger to produce this
customised solution.
First of all, company director Karl Haslinger, in cooperation with the Schwitz structural
engineering bureau, developed an underpinned steel structure to “upload” the crane
runway. Two cranes with a safe working load of a maximum of 32 tonnes can thus
move on different sections of the reinforced crane runway. The load capacity in the
vicinity of the pillars is considerably higher even. However in practice, the cranes
rarely work at full load. On the other hand, the two cranes must be able to work parallel to one another with as little space between them as possible in order to make
optimum use of the production area. “This was a real challenge as regards control
technology and system classification,” says Herbert Mirwald and explains: “If for example a component such as the load control should fail and an overload come
about, the crane runway could be fractured – we had to make sure this couldn’t
2

happen of course.” Haslinger found expert support for this challenging problem from a

1 SIEMENS manufactures electric motors in its Ruhstorf plant. The crane
system was upgraded from 2 x 16 to 2 x 32 tonnes S.W.L. in order to be able
to transport the increasingly large and heavy motors.
2 The wall in the background can be swivelled back so that the cranes can
move into the neighbouring aisle to load the motors onto lorries.
3 Crane builder Haslinger uses STAHL CraneSystems’ AS 7 wire rope hoists
when high performance and reliability are required.
4 High-tech on the crane: position detection by means of drive belt (shown
centre) and fail-safe data transmission.

3

“Two crane bridges, four wire rope hoists,
one customised control:
Haslinger’s crane system is anything but standard.”
are enabled or disabled subject to all measured data. Thus two

4

cranes can work at close quarters in the same crane runway
section as long as their total load does not exceed 32 tonnes. If
the cranes are adjacent on each side of one of the pillars,
the control permits the full load to be taken up by both cranes.
Each 32 t crane is itself equipped with two 32 t wire rope hoists,
enabling the heavy SIEMENS motors to be lifted and rotated
with two hooks. In addition, tandem operation of the two crabs
is integrated into the S7 control. However tandem operation of
the two cranes is not provided for.
In the end, Haslinger’s in-depth customer-oriented consulting and
their suggestion of having the whole situation classified by
an independent test institute such as the TÜV were instrumental
in gaining the order. “This project has demonstrated once
well-known German control manufacturer. Working together, the crane specialists

again that we offer our customers one-stop shopping – from

were able to upgrade both the control and the STAHL CraneSystems CraneKits to meet

spare parts right up to this sort of challenging system,” says

the required classification.

Herbert Mirwald. The first construction stage was tested in
July 2012 and has been in fault-free operation ever since. The

All four hoists were equipped with redundant load cells to monitor the hoisted load,

cranes are mainly used to transport the ready assembled

in addition Haslinger installed a fail-safe position encoding system for the crane travel

motors within the building, load them onto the paint-spraying

drives and a fail-safe system for data transmission between the cranes. The

line and from there onto lorries. A second construction stage in

SIEMENS S7 control is the heart of the system which has been independently classi-

a second bay of the building is under construction at present

fied by the TÜV in Category 3 in compliance with DIN EN 954 and in Performance

and will be commissioned in autumn 2013.

Level d in compliance with DIN ISO 13849-1. The control registers the positional data
and the distance between the two cranes and the load currently suspended from
each of the four STAHL CraneSystems AS 7 wire rope hoists. Hoist and travel motions

With the kind assistance of Herbert Mirwald, Haslinger
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The Bavarian company Lindermayr
has been working with a customised 12.5 t
stacker crane from Brunnhuber for
the semi-automatic production of precast
concrete elements since the beginning
of this year. This crane, equipped with a
lifting mast from the Landshut systems
builder Sommer, lifts concrete elements up
to 5.7 in weight from the production line
and stacks them onto carts which transport them to the loading bay on the outside of the building. The system was
designed by the Augsburg crane building
specialist Brunnhuber, STAHL CraneSystems from Künzelsau supplied the
matching crane technology.

1 At present, the system lifts up to 210 of these
elements per day. Thanks to the upgrade,
Lindermayr was able to increase its production of
precast elements by up to 20 %.
1

Stacker crane

		 for handling precast
		 concrete elements

Low-wear solution from Brunnhuber Krane and STAHL CraneSystems
In the run-up to the company’s 50th anniversary, Lindermayr
decided in 2012 to upgrade the production line for precast
ceilings and double walls, commissioned in 1991, with the aim
of increasing its output and the quality of in-house transport.
Previously the elements were handled by a number of bridge
and portal cranes, including an old 6.3 t bridge crane with a 4 t
scissor beam. Essential features of the upgrade included
replacing this crane while increasing capacity by at least 1.5 t,
and improving operator convenience, in part by fitting a radio
remote control.
Customised crane more cost-efficient than standard solution
The heart of the new stacker crane is a customised crab with
electric wire rope hoist and lifting mast mounted on the crab.
“During the quotation stage for this order, we looked at
comparable systems supplied by competitors and we were told
about major problems with excessive rope wear,” explains
Reiner Frick, who planned the crane for Brunnhuber Krane. He
said to himself: “We have to improve on that – no-one can
be satisfied with a crane that regularly shuts down production
for unnecessary repair work!” However he now had to
persuade the customer to order the more complex and expensive customised solution. Finally Lindenmayr was convinced
and placed the order for the crane in October 2012, and
Brunnhuber was able to start planning.
As another single girder crane with 5 t S.W.L. runs on the existing
crane runway, saving weight was top priority for Brunnhuber
when they were designing the new crane. In this case too the
optimum solution is to be found in the details: the design
engineers were able to reduce the maximum wheel loads
occurring by limiting the crab’s travel. This change had no
adverse effect on production due to the large dimensions of the
precast concrete elements. In addition, Brunnhuber reinforced
the crane runway in the field of the lifting mast crane.
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Increased output

Stacking for higher output

The system was commissioned in February 2013 after just under six

Stacker cranes with telescopic lifting masts offer numerous

months and has been in continuous operation ever since. The

advantages when transporting concrete elements: the

demand for precast concrete elements is high and Lindermayr’s

rigid guide permits the heavy loads to be lifted quickly and

production is running at full speed. The system at present

safely without swinging, if required they can be rotated

achieves 200 tonnes and 210 lifting cycles per day – 24 hours a

and stacked accurately on top of one another. Brunnhuber’s

day, six days a week. Lindermayr was able to increase the

engineers verified that the crane bridge and the existing

production of precast elements by up to 20 % thanks to the up-

crane runway could sustain the higher loads caused by this

grading. Brunnhuber’s increased planning outlay has paid

system by checking the building’s statics beforehand.

off: “The rope still looks like new after nine months in spite of the
incessant three-shift operation,” says Reiner Frick with a

Up-to-date radio remote control

certain pride. Lindermayr will profit from his solution in the future

The stacker crane has a convenient radio control. The multi-

too: “The low rope wear means that Lindermayr has no

receiver concept from HBC radiomatic in Crailsheim is used:

expensive downtimes for unnecessary repair work – that's

crane and beam controls have separate radio receivers so

sometimes a cause for complaint with equivalent standard

that no main and control cables had to be routed to the beam.

solutions.”

Only the beam’s main power supply is provided by a spiral

»

cable.
With the kind assistance of Reiner Frick, Brunnhuber Krane GmbH

The rope still looks
like new after nine months in spite
of the incessant three-shift operation

1

1 Reinforcements and intelligently limiting
the crab’s travel made it possible to use
the existing crane runway.
2 Customised stacker crane from
Brunnhuber with components from STAHL
CraneSystems: concrete elements
weighing up to 5.7 t are lifted from the
production line onto transport carts.
3 A low-wear solution for the rope
drive was designed in close collaboration
between Brunnhuber and STAHL
CraneSystems. The basis of the customised solution is the field-proven SH 60
wire rope hoist which was manufactured
with a double-groove rope drum for this
crane.

3

2
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